HEAVY DUTY ECONOMY COILER - HDEC

Manual Coiling Machine with Coiler, Measurer & Turntable

3/12 Collapsible Coiler
12” ID X 21” X 3 1/2’ Wide

3100S Feet + Inch Wire Measurer Accommodates Wire Sizes from 1/64” to 7/8”.

Coiler Options:
3/8 C  - Coiler 3.5” Wide X 8” I.D. X 14” O.D.
3/12 C  - Coiler 3.5” Wide X 12” I.D. X 21” O.D.
3/16 C  - Coiler 3.5” Wide X 16” I.D. X 27.5” O.D.

Wind Off Reel Stand Options:
Sold with Either 24” or 15” Diameters, Must Specify

Wind Off 24” Diameter Turntable
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